Regional Memorandum  
No. 769 s. 2022

VETTING AND FINALIZATION OF SCHOOL LEARNING ACTION CELL (SLAC) LEARNING RESOURCE PACKAGE (LRP) FOR LEARNING RECOVERY IN LITERACY AND NUMERACY

To: Schools Division Superintendents

1. This Office, through the Human Resource Development Division – National Educators Academy of the Philippines in the Region (HRDD – NEAP R) will conduct the vetting and finalization of school learning action cell (SLAC) learning resource package (LRP) for learning recovery in literacy and numeracy on December 12-16, 2022 at a venue to be announced in a separate memorandum.

2. The objectives of the activity are to:

   a. vet or evaluate the developed SLAC LRP in literacy and numeracy for teachers and coaches;
   b. consolidate the comments and suggestions given by the evaluators during the vetting stage;
   c. finalize the SLAC LRP for teachers and coaches based on the comments and suggestions of the evaluators; and
   d. accomplish NEAP R.1 or Program Recognition Form and prepare the necessary attachments for submission to NEAP Central Office.

3. Participants in the vetting stage are selected CID Chiefs and Education Program Supervisors while the participants in the finalization stage are the LRP contributing writers. Final list of participants will be released through a separate memorandum.

4. Expenses relative to board and lodging and training materials shall be charged against Regional HRD Funds while transportation expenses of participants shall be charged against local funds subject to the usual accounting and auditing rules and regulations.
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5. For queries or concerns, kindly coordinate with Mr. Bryan A. Pobe, Education Program Supervisor of HRDD-NEAP R, through email at hrd.calabarzon@deped.gov.ph

6. For the information and guidance of all concerned.

ATTY. ALBERTO T. ESCOBARTE, CESO II
Regional Director
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